Lian-ye-dou

... Lián ... du/y 'even'

Lián n y zhème xing?
‘Do even you think like this?’

Lián zhège zi bú huì xin zhngwén tài chà le.
‘You don’t know even this word; your Chinese is quite bad.’

Lián t du lái cnji len jrán méi yu lái.
‘Even he came and participated; to my surprise you didn’t come.’

Lián w du kānbuxiàqū zhn shí tài guòfèn le.
‘I can’t stand it any more, he really went too far.’

T lián fàn du méi yu ch jiù polái kàn nn yào ho ho zhodài t.
‘She came to see you without eating anything, you should treat her nicely.’